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SPECIFICATION 
SPF Load life: at 55℃ 5,000 time assured 

          Features：photo Lash lamp Dedicated capacitance  

                   RoHs Compliance 

Main Technology Perfomance 

Item characteristics 
Operating temperature 

range(℃) 
-20℃~55℃ 

Rated voltage range(V) 330V.DC 
Capacitance tolerance(%) -10%+20% （V） (20℃  120HZ) 

Leakge current I=1×C  5 minutes Voltage (V)（20℃） 
Dissipation Factor(Tanδ) ≤0.06 the Largest（at 20℃） 

The following specifications be satisfied when the capacitor are restored to 20℃ 

after the rated voltage has been applied For 5000 times life test at 55

℃,the impedance after the completion of 0.7Ω changes to 1.0Ω 

Capacitangce change  Within±10% of the initial value 

Dissipation Factor  ≤150% of the Initial specfied value 

Endurance（+55℃） 

Leakge Current ≤150% of the Initial specfied value 
The following specifications shall be satisfied when the capacitor supersores to 20℃ 

after the rated voltage has been applied For 1000 hour at 55℃ 
Capacitangce change  Within±10% of the initial value 

Dissipation Factor  ≤150% of the Initial specfied value 

Shelf life（+55℃） 

Leakge Current ≤150% of the Initial specfied value 

Case size table 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Product code 
Rated voltage   product series   Nominal capacity   Deviation capacity    Case size   Video Tag 
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øD 10~11 12~14 14.5~20 

F±0.5 5.0 5.0 7.5 

ød±0.1 0.5 0.6 0.8 

a  2.0 

β 0~2.0 

  

  

   L±   β                       5min 

 

F±0.5 F±0.5 

Ø
 

D
±a

 

ød±0.45 
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Capacitance,rated voltage,rated ripple curreng and case size table(size:øD×L(mm) Ripple:Arms/55℃ 100/120HZ) 
uF øD 10 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 14.5 16.0 18.0 20.0 

22 20.5         

50 30.5         

60 30.5         

80  26.5 24.5 23.0      

100  30.5 28.0 26.5 25.0     

120  35.0 31.5 29.5 28.0 26.5    

140  39.5 35.5 33.0 31.0 29.0 26.0   

160  44.0 39.5 36.5 34.0 32.0 28.5 25.0  

180  48.0 43.5 40.5 37.5 35.0 30.0 27.0  

200   47.5 44.0 40.5 38.0 32.5 29.0 26.0 

220   52.0 47.0 44.0 41.0 35.5 30.5 28.5 

250     48.5 45.0 38.5 33.5 30.0 

300 

L 

      44.5 39.5 34.0 

  Note： 

The flash lamp series of company consist:  

1、RPF voltage only 330WV, is to increase as 360WV, 450WV. As a result of the specificity of the camera design. In 

particular, the size of ultra-thin digital camera, and the size is getting smaller and smaller, there is no specific size 

specifications for form, according to customer requirements; 

 

2、RPF of the Company for photo studio or outdoor photography recording using a dedicated flash capacitor, as design 

and extraction companies the difference between terminals, the Company increased by the appearance of change to suit 

customer’s requirement (Pin-type, film type, truncactus type, bolt type, etc.) 
For example: highway shooting lights, there are bolt-type (Screw) type of leads, such as 2000μF360V; 

 

3、The company's RPF, CDF series belongs to strobe, warning lights capacitance. Widely used in digital cameras, stage 

lighting, outdoor strobe, car decoration, road warning light, police warning, aircraft, and marine vessel navigation.  For 

example, 100μF450V for example, can also be used in a special step-up circuit, however, because of the design 

requirements of size, the difference between the number per second flash, as well as cost considerations, the Company 

in foreign countries based on the type of capacitor, the design of a number of series, to meet the needs of different users. 

 

4、A、As a result of the following two capacitors are specially designed, so the company's services will provide customers 

stereo types Part Number to the customer; B. Because of the difference between charge and discharge line, please 

provide electronic circuit diagram, designed as a reference; 

 
RPF suit for 2-4 times / s line, specifications 360WV, 400WV, 450WV, for step-up circuit 

  

 CDF suit for 5 times / s or more lines, the fastest 11 times / sec, specifications 360WV, 450WV. Boost Application Circuit 
 

Charging way more than DC and AC charging voltage rectifier charge, discharge tube for high pressure xenon flash lamp 
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